
Wrestlemania  Count-Up  –
Wrestlemania  XXII  (2013
Redo):  When  Mick  Saved  The
Day
Wrestlemania XXII
Date: April 2, 2006
Location: Allstate Arena, Chicago, Illinois
Attendance: 17,159
Commentators: Michael Cole, Tazz, Jerry Lawler, Jim Ross

We head to the midwest here for a pretty forgotten show. The main events
here are Cena defending against HHH and Angle defending against Guerrero
and Orton. No that isn’t a typo. The triple threat has nothing to do with
Rey Mysterio but rather is there to milk every dime possible out of
Eddie’s corpse. Seriously, that’s it. Other than that we have Shawn vs.
Vince and Edge vs. Foley in a match that allegedly made Edge a bigger
deal. Let’s get to it.

Michelle Williams of Destiny’s Child sings America the Beautiful.

The opening video is a Wrestlemania montage set to I Dare You by
Shinedown. Awesome song and an awesome video.

We also get the usual kind of opening video with hype for the major
matches.

Raw Tag Titles: Carlito/Chris Masters vs. Big Show/Kane

The monsters are defending here. Kane and Masters start stuff out and the
6’5 Masters looks tiny by comparison. Show headbutts him from the apron
before coming in legally for some chops. A poke to Big Show’s eye slows
him down and here’s Carlito who is immediately chopped down. Masters is
slammed down as well with Show throwing Carlito over the top and out onto
Chris.
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Kane goes up top and dives onto both guys as the challengers are in
trouble. Somewhere in between there the turnbuckle pad has been removed
and Show misses a charge, going head first into said buckle. It doesn’t
seem to have much effect though as Show suplexes both guys down with
ease. Off to Kane as everything breaks down. Kane pounds away on Carlito
in the corner and hits the side slam for no cover.

The top rope clothesline misses Masters though and there’s the Masterlock
to Kane. Show breaks it up seconds later but there’s the Backstabber to
Kane. The chokeslam is broken up by Masters and Show is sent to the
floor. Kane’s double chokeslam attempt is broken up but after causing
some heel miscommunication, a solo version to Carlito retains the titles.

Rating: C. Not bad here but this is one of the matches that probably
could have been cut for the sake of trimming the show a bit. The match
was a squash and not a very interesting one either. That’s the problem
with a pair of giants like Big Show and Kane: there’s no one that can
stop them and the resulting matches are dull at times. Not bad but it
felt like a Raw match.

The losers argue post match.

Shawn says that when he told Vince to grow up, he was telling the truth.
It’s pretty funny that a year ago Shawn and Angle stole the show and a
year before that he stole the show with Benoit and HHH. This year though
it’s going to be about violence, not the five star classic. Shawn tells
Vince to pray tonight because he’ll be enduring quite a bit.

Shelton Benjamin vs. Finlay vs. Ric Flair vs. Rob Van Dam vs. Matt Hardy
vs. Bobby Lashley

Money in the Bank here. Shelton is Intercontinental Champion and Matt is
arguably the favorite. It’s a big brawl to start with Lashley cleaning
house. The crowd favors RVD. Benjamin hits a BIG kick to Lashley’s head
to put him down as Matt tries to bring in the first ladder. Instead it’s
Van Dam with a baseball slide to take Matt down, followed by a big flip
dive to put him down again. Shelton brings in a ladder of his own and
after laying out Finlay with it, he sets the ladder up as a ramp for a
springboard flip dive to take out everyone under the age of 40.



Finlay sets up a ladder but here’s Flair for the save. Naitch tries to
climb but Matt superplexes him off the ladder which is good enough to
hurt Flair’s back and knock him out of the match. As Flair is taken out,
Van Dam lays out Shelton on the ladder but misses Rolling Thunder,
hitting only the ladder. Lashley goes for a climb but Benjamin goes up to
stop him. Shelton tries a sunset bomb over the top of the ladder but it
takes Matt and Finlay helping to complete the move.

Matt gets a running start at Finlay but has a ladder pelted at him to put
Hardy right back down. Finlay sets up the ladder but here’s Flair
hobbling down the aisle. Instead of climbing up the ladder though, Finlay
goes into the aisle and gets chopped back down. Ric fights off Shelton
and Hardy and goes up, getting his hand on the case. Finlay goes up the
ladder though and blasts him with the club to put him back down.

Shelton and Finlay fight on top of the ladder but here’s Lashley with
another ladder to knock the ladder with two people on it down to the mat.
Now Lashley goes up but Van Dam comes off the top rope and dropkicks a
chair into Lashley’s back to break up the climb. Matt, ever the bright
guy, goes up top on the ladder but drops a leg instead of going for the
case. Matt goes up and gets his hand on the ladder, only to have Finlay
make a save. Hardy takes Finlay down with a Side Effect off the ladder to
put everyone down.

Van Dam, also not the brightest guy in the world, comes off the ladder
with a splash on Finlay, leaving everyone down again. In the spot of the
match, Van Dam goes for a climb but Shelton springboards off the top rope
and lands on the ladder to punch Rob down. That looked AWESOME but he has
to stop Matt instead of getting the briefcase. Matt and Shelton’s ladder
fall down though and it’s Van Dam pulling down the case to win the match
and the title shot.

Rating: B. Shelton’s spot was INSANE but this match was a bit too short.
Also the match wasn’t as big with the spots as it was last year but the
spots that were big certainly did look good. It’s not quite as good as
last year, but it still lived up to the hype. A better roster would have
helped this one too, as Finlay didn’t fit in a match like this and Flair
didn’t exactly either.



Randy Orton interrupts Gene Okerlund and insults the idea of Okerlund
being inducted into the Hall of Fame. Gene isn’t impressed and says he’ll
be in the Hall of Fame one day because of nights like tonight. Batista,
still injured at this point, comes up and says he’s coming for the winner
of the triple threat tonight. Batista vs. Orton was the match that never
got to have on the big stage they wanted to.

Here’s the Hal of Fame (minus Bret because pigs haven’t grown wings yet):
Okerlund, Sherri Martel, Tony Atlas, Verne Gagne, William Perry (in
barely fitting street clothes), The Blackjacks (with a drool inducing
Maria) and the co-headliner, Eddie Guerrero (biggest ovation and accepted
by Vickie).

US Title: Chris Benoit vs. John Bradshaw Layfield

JBL is challenging and takes over with a quick headlock. Benoit comes
back with a drop toehold but can’t get the Crossface this early. Back to
the headlock by JBL but Benoit gets his back and pounds on the
challenger’s neck. The Sharpshooter is broken up very quickly and Jibbles
heads to the floor. Back in and Benoit avoids a charge in the corner and
lays out Bradshaw with the Rolling Germans. The champion loads up the
Swan Dive but JBL crotches him to escape.

JBL cranks up the heel by doing Eddie’s chest slap. A superplex puts
Benoit down but only gets a very delayed two. There’s the Eddie dance and
JBL hits Three Amigos to HUGE heat. Benoit knees his way out of the third
Amigo and pounds away, only to get kicked in the face for two. Off to a
lame chinlock (his hands aren’t even locked) by JBL but Benoit suplexes
his way out. Now Chris hits Three Amigos to a solid ovation before doing
the chest slap. Now the Swan Dive hits for two and Benoit counters the
Clothesline into a Crossface attempt, but JBL rolls onto his back and
grabs the rope for the pin and the title.

Rating: C+. Just like the opener this was pretty meh but JBL was an
awesome heel here. The part of this that sticks in my mind though is
Benoit hitting that headbutt. After it hit he was grabbing his skull and
was clearly in pain. Every time I see him hit something like that I
cringe a little bit more and wonder if that was the point of no return.



We recap Foley vs. Edge. Edge cashed in MITB at New Year’s Revolution and
Mick was guest referee for the title change for no apparent reason. Foley
got beaten up as Edge accused Foley of losing his edge so to speak.

Joey Styles jumps in on commentary for the next match.

Mick Foley vs. Edge

This is a hardcore match and DEAR GOODNESS I forgot how hot Lita looked
in this match. Edge comes out in a vest with a ball bat but Foley comes
out in…..gray flannel? There’s a Cactus shirt under it but I didn’t come
to Wrestlemania to see Foley in GRAY flannel. Edge swings with the bat
but only hits buckle. Foley slams him into the mat and puts Edge upside
down in the Tree of Woe for the running fist to the face.

Edge comes back with a forearm and tells Lita to send him something. We
get various flat metal objects like cookie sheets and stop signs which
are smashed against Foley’s head. Edge loses the vest and hits the spear
before falling to the side and writhing in pain. Foley opens up the
flannel and reveals a ring of barbed wire wrapped around his stomach and
A RED FLANNEL SHIRT! Edge’s arm is hacked open so Foley whips him with
the barbed wire and drives it into the arm cut.

Edge is tied up in the ropes and Foley pulls out a barbed wire ball bat.
Lita tries to interfere but a Cactus Clothesline to Edge puts all three
on the floor. A swinging neckbreaker on the floor gets two for Foley but
as he charges at Edge he gets hiptossed into the steps, leg first. Edge
whips Foley HARD into the steps, destroying the knees even further. Mick
is put on a table on the floor but rolls off before Edge can dive. Edge
slams Mick’s head into the steel ramp for two and another sick thud.

Back inside the ring they go and Edge covers Foley with lighter fluid.
Well that’s certainly stepping things up. A piledriver out of nowhere
gets two for Foley and he loads up the Conchairto, only to have Lita make
a save. Edge hits a DDT “onto” the chair before getting the barbed wire
bat for some midsection shots. There’s a shot to the face for good
measure and Foley is busted open. Edge gets in some psychology by ripping
the barbed wire of Foley’s forehead like Foley did to HHH in 2000.



Since nothing else has worked, Edge busts out the thumbtacks. Foley
blocks a facial damaging bulldog with a belly to back suplex into the
tacks to send Edge into shock. It’s Socko time but Foley wraps it in
barbed wire for good measure. Foley gets in a barbed wire bat shot to
Edge’s ribs and one to the head as well, cutting his head open something
fierce. Now Foley gets the lighter fluid to cover the table, but Lita
slows him down with a bat shot to the ribs. The table is lit and Edge
SPEARS FOLEY THROUGH THE ROPES AND THE FLAMING TABLE for the pin.

Rating: A. Oh yeah this worked. This was about blood and violence which
is something you never get anymore. It helped that you had Foley and Edge
out there, as in guys that knew how to wrestle a match and make a
wrestling crowd care. That’s the difference between this and ECW: this
was well built and about emotion and hatred instead of a freak show. Also
it’s ONCE, not every match on the card.

The look of shock on Edge’s face as he goes to the back is amazing.

Booker and Sharmell want to know why Boogeyman wants them. They go to the
ring for their match and see Pirate Paul Burchill practicing his sword
play. Then it’s DiBiase offering Eugene money for dribbling a ball 100
times in a row, only to kick it away at 99. Snitsky is licking Mae
Young’s foot with Moolah watching.

Goldust is dressed like Oprah (they used to be partners remember) and is
apparently the leader of this group of freaks. He tells Booker to embrace
his inner freak or he can’t beat the Boogeyman tonight. Goldust suggests
putting worms somewhere and Booker freaks out. Booker and Sharmell leave
and unfortunately there’s no Wrestlemania dance party.

Backlash ad. Hey I was there.

Some celebrities are here.

Booker T/Sharmell vs. Boogeyman

The idea here is that Booker and Sharmell are terrified. Booker makes
Sharmell start but jumps Boogeyman to get things going. There’s a bunch
of smoke in the arena from Boogeyman’s entrance and you can barely see



anything. Boogeyman starts no selling stuff including the Book End which
doesn’t even get a cover. The ax kick misses and a forearm puts Booker
down. Boogey eats a big handful of worms but Sharmell picks up his staff.
She tries to sneak up on him but SCREAMS to make sure Boogey hears her. A
wormy kiss sends Sharmell running and the chokebomb ends Booker for the
pin.

Rating: F. Do I really need to explain this? Booker would somehow be
world champion in four months. I don’t get the idea behind Boogeyman and
it never worked at all. This match didn’t need to be a handicap match
either as Sharmell didn’t add a thing to the entire match. The stupid
smoke was annoying too.

We recap Trish vs. Mickie. Mickie showed up as the psycho (and HOT) Trish
stalker/lesbian luster. Trish turned her down so Mickie snapped and
kicked her in the head. Mickie then kidnapped Trish’s friend Ashley and
laid out Trish as she tried to save Ashley. Mickie kissed the unconscious
Trish, sending 12 year olds everywhere into a frenzy.

Women’s Title: Trish Stratus vs. Mickie James

Mickie is challenging and has those awesome skirts that go all over the
place. Trish is looking great too with the usual attire but showing her
stomach as well. Trish is all aggressive here and chops Mickie down into
the splits. They head to the floor but the Chick Kick hits the post.
Mickie wraps the leg around the post and is still looking very psycho.
Back in and a dropkick to the knee takes Trish down again, as does a
dragon screw leg whip for two.

The fans chant for Mickie and I can’t say I blame them. Mickie wraps the
leg around the ropes before driving it down into the mat for good
measure. Off to a half crab followed by a knee crank but Trish power up
and hooks a spinning headscissors to put James down. Trish comes back
with the forearms and a spinebuster of all things for two. Trish’s corner
splash hits feet but as Mickie goes up, Stratus tries the Stratusphere
but gets slammed down for a sexy two. A rana is countered into a
powerbomb for two and Trish is TICKED.

Trish tries the Matrish but the knee gives out. Instead she tries



Stratusfaction but Mickie gropes Trish’s crotch to break it up. It’s
exactly what it sounds like. Mickie licks her fingers so Trish DRILLS HER
with a forearm. Trish keeps firing away but the knee gives out, and then
the match falls off the rails. Mickie tries the Stratusfaction but
COMPLETELY misses the rope, making it almost look like a botched atomic
drop by Trish. Instead Mickie hits a lame Chick Kick to end Trish’s
reign. JR sums it up perfectly: “The nutjob won the title!”

Rating: B-. This was one of the best Divas matches ever but the ending
cripples it. The idea here was that it wasn’t a women’s match but rather
a match featuring women in it. These two were beating each other up and
Trish had real emotion out there. Mickie was PERFECT for this character
and you really felt like she had a screw loose. The sexuality was there
but it wasn’t the focus which is nice for a change. It’s nice to see a
real story and a real fight between two people who happen to be gorgeous
women. Good stuff here.

Vince leads his family in a prayer before his match with Shawn. Vince:
“God, I don’t like you and you don’t like me.” That’s where it starts and
I think you get the idea.

Undertaker vs. Mark Henry

This is a casket match and WAY before Henry got awesome. Druids bring out
the casket surrounded by torches. Basically Henry has beaten up
Undertaker and isn’t scared of the dark. No one on the planet thought
Henry had a chance here. I’d bet even his mama didn’t. Henry pounds away
to start and no sells a few clotheslines before running Taker over. They
trade shots into the steps with Henry taking control before heading back
inside. Back in and Henry chokes Undertaker down like he’s not even
there.

Taker fights back but has Old School broken up with ease. The casket is
opened but Taker kicked his way to safety. The Dead Man gets back to his
feet and manages to hit Old School this time but it doesn’t drop Henry. A
Downward Spiral is easily blocked and Henry controls again by choking on
the ropes. Henry misses a charge though and lands in the casket, only to
pull Taker down in with him.



They fight out of the casket and head back into the ring where Taker
charges into the World’s Strongest Slam but Henry covers on instinct
instead of carrying Taker to the casket. Henry makes the incredibly
stupid yet eternally made mistake of pounding down on Taker in the
corner, only to be powerbombed out of the corner. Mark is knocked out to
the floor where Taker hits hit HUGE Taker Dive to put Henry down again.
Back in and there’s the Tombstone, allowing Taker to put Henry in the
casket to win.

Rating: D+. It’s Mark Henry and this is long before the career resurgence
he had in 2011. There was never any doubt that Taker would win his
signature match against a guy who just wasn’t on his level. Not a good
Mania match here for Taker, but he would win the world title at the next
two editions so he would be ok soon.

We recap Vince vs. Shawn. Back in December, Vince had been talking about
Montreal again and Shawn finally said let it go before nearly
superkicking Vince. This led to Vince basically declaring war on Shawn,
eventually leading to a street fight here tonight.

Vince McMahon vs. Shawn Michaels

Oh wait actually this is no holds barred rather than a street fight
because they’re such different things. Before the match Vince unveils a
poster version of his cover of Muscle and Fitness magazine, which is
indeed pretty impressive. Shawn will have none of this though and goes
after the boss, pounding away at him and throwing him over the announce
table for good measure. Vince gets choked out with a cable as the
commentators lose their equipment.

Shawn cracks Vince over the head with his poster and here’s the Spirit
Squad to try to save Vince. They’re five cheerleaders (one of them being
Dolph Ziggler) who beat up Shawn with their five man lifting slam, but
Kenny misses a guillotine legdrop. Shawn gets their megaphone and beats
all of them up while Vince is getting a breather. The breather allows
Vince to get in a clothesline and take over for a bit.

McMahon rips off his own belt to whip and choke Shawn but his attempt at
Sweet Chin Music is easily blocked. The forearm puts Vince down and



there’s a whipping for Vince. There’s the top rope elbow but as Shawn
tunes up the band, here’s Shane to blast him with a kendo stick. Shane
pulls out handcuffs but before they tie Shawn up, Vince takes down his
pants. Yeah they’re doing this at Wrestlemania. Shane tries to send
Shawn’s face in but Michaels reverses and we get a very disturbing
father/son bonding moment.

Shawn hits Vince low and handcuffs Shane to the ropes. After throwing the
key into the crowd and doing Shane’s dance, Shawn pounds him with the
kendo stick and pulls out a chair. A BIG chair shot cracks Vince’s head
open even more than it already was. Instead of kicking Vince’s head off
though, Shawn pulls out a ladder. After ramming that into Vince’s head
too, Shawn pulls out some trashcans to beat on Vince with as well.

There’s a table thrown in too and this can’t end well. Vince is placed on
the table but Shawn isn’t pleased with the ladder he’s got. Instead he
gets the jumbo ladder and puts the trashcan over Vince’s head. Shawn
climbs the jumbo ladder and drops the BIGGEST ELBOW EVER through Vince
through the table. The Sweet Chin Music is the icing on the carnage and
it’s finally over.

Rating: C+. This is a hard one to grade as it’s really closer to a long
segment than a match. Shawn DESTROYED Vince here and that’s what the
whole thing was supposed to be. Unfortunately this feud would keep going
for about six more months with DX reuniting to fight Vince and all his
cronies. Still though, it was certainly entertaining and that’s all it
was supposed to be.

Vince is wheeled out on a stretcher but still manages to flip off Shawn.
That’s so Vince.

Wrestlemania 23 is coming to Detroit.

We recap the Smackdown World Title match, or the Eddie Guerrero Tribute
match. You can call it either thing really as they’re the same thing.
Guerrero died five months ago and Rey dedicated his Royal Rumble
performance to Eddie, so of course he won. Randy Orton told Rey that
Eddie was burning, which was enough to get Rey to put his title shot on
the line at No Way Out.



Rey lost, but Teddy Long made it a triple threat with Rey involved, even
though Rey lost a fair bet to Orton. This gets the music video, set to I
Dare You by Shinedown. Oh and Kurt Angle is world champion coming into
this and couldn’t be more of an afterthought. He was in Wrestling Machine
mode at this point though and was completely made of awesome.

Smackdown World Title: Rey Mysterio vs. Kurt Angle vs. Randy Orton

P.O.D. plays Rey to the ring. Rey comes out in some freaky looking eagle
headdress which I guess is a Mexican thing. During Angle’s entrance,
Orton grabs the belt from the referee and blasts Kurt in the face to send
him to the floor. Rey tries a springboard cross body but Orton dropkicks
him out of the air for two. Angle is back in now for a German suplex on
Orton before suplexing BOTH GUYS AT ONCE. Angle is amazing, period.

Orton hits his backbreaker on Angle for two of his own as this is very
fast paced to start. A belly to belly puts Orton down and Kurt puts Randy
on the top for something, but Rey charges at Angle to break it up. Angle
instead launches Rey up at Randy who is taken down in a SWEET
hurricanrana by the masked dude. The ankle lock to Orton is quickly
broken up by Rey and a big kick to Kurt’s head gets two. The fans chant
for the 619 but as Rey loads it up, Kurt grabs the legs into the ankle
lock with the grapevine.

Orton distracts the referee as Rey taps before finally breaking up the
hold. Angle starts busting out the Germans and an Angle Slam puts Rey on
the floor. The ankle lock goes on Randy and there’s a grapevine for good
measure. Orton taps but now Rey pulls the referee out and covers his eyes
in a pretty brilliant move. Back to the ankle lock but Rey drops the dime
on Angle to break it up. The fans are booing Rey for some reason.

Mysterio misses a charge into the corner and slams his shoulder into the
corner. The Angle Slam to Orton is countered into an RKO but since this
is Wrestlemania it only gets two. Randy limps to the top rope for some
reason and you just don’t do that with Kurt Angle in the ring. There’s
the running up the corner suplex but Rey tries the 619 around the post. I
say try because he slips off the apron and has to just kick Angle in the
head for two.



Angle is kicked to the floor and there’s an over the shoulder backbreaker
into a neckbreaker for two on Rey. I love that move. Randy loads up the
RKO but gets Angle Slammed for two for Kurt. The Angle Slam to Rey is
escaped and an armdrag sends Angle to the floor. The 619 and West Coast
Pop to Orton give Mysterio the title.

Rating: C-. Uh…..what? No seriously, where’s the rest of this match? The
Smackdown World Title match with a new champion gets less than nine and a
half minutes at Wrestlemania? It was entertaining while it lasted, but
there are Smackdown main events that get twice the amount of time this
got. Was Rey ever even in trouble in this match? I’m guessing the match
got cut short, but we had nearly 20 minutes for Vince to get beaten up?
This is a head scratcher if there’s ever been one.

Chavo and Vickie celebrate with Rey.

Cena and HHH are getting ready in the back.

Candace Michelle vs. Torrie Wilson

This is your Playboy match of the year. Lillian screwing up the hometowns
is the most entertaining thing about this match. They’re in their
underwear and this is a pillow fight. Torrie coming out to what would
become Laycool’s music is rather odd. What do you want here? There’s a
bed in the ring, stuff is turned over, Torrie wins after like FOUR
MINUTES. Remember that: this got four minutes, the Smackdown World Title
got nine.

Rating: F. Were you expecting more here? Next.

Video on the Wrestlemania press conference.

Raw World Title: HHH vs. John Cena

HHH, known as the King of Kings, is in what can best be described as
viking attire and rises up out of the stage on a throne. He had Thor’s
hammer next to him and a bottle of water in his hand which doesn’t quite
fit. Before Cena comes out we get a newsreel about Chicago in the Great
Depression. The stage raises up and a car from the 30s drives out,
complete with machine gun toting gangsters (one of which was played by



future WWE Champion and Cena rival CM Punk who we’ll get back to later).

Cena comes out in a fedora and the shorts shooting a Tommy gun. After the
big match intros (the announcer introducing them when they’re in opposite
corners) we’re ready to go. HHH grabs a quick hammerlock and takes Cena
down to frustrate him a bit. Cena gets caught in a wristlock and sent
into the corner again as the fans tell Cena that he sucks. All HHH so
far. With nothing else working, Cena tries a quick FU but gets punched in
the face. After about four minutes of nothing significant, Cena is thrown
to the floor, only to come back in with right hands.

A quick fisherman’s suplex gets two for Cena and it’s off to a chinlock
by the champ. The fans tell Cena that he can’t wrestle and HHH fights up.
A hard whip sends HHH over the corner and out to the floor but he pokes
Cena in the eye to break Cena’s momentum. HHH can’t piledrive Cena on the
floor though and gets backdropped onto the steel instead. Back in and HHH
hits the jumping knee to the face to a big reaction.

Back to the floor we go and Cena is whipped hard into the steps. They
head inside again for a facebuster from the challenger and a big old
clothesline for two. A neckbreaker gets the same as the fans alternate
between “screw you Cena” and “Cena sucks.” Off to a neck crank by the
Game which is transitioned into a sleeper and then a chinlock. The champ
shoves him off and hits a clothesline to put both guys down again. Back
up and Cena fires off some more clotheslines followed by a powerslam for
no cover.

The spinning mat slam puts HHH down but the Game pops up for a
spinebuster to block the Shuffle. Back to the sleeper but Cena almost
immediately suplexes his way out of it. Now the Shuffle hits and there’s
Cena’s new submission hold the STFU. HHH grabs a rope but Cena is in the
zone now. The FU is countered but Cena is shoved into the referee.

HHH hits both of them low and gets the sledgehammer which goes upside
Cena’s head. Since this is Wrestlemania though it only gets two instead
of putting Cena in need of perpetual care. Back up and HHH charges into
the FU for two so Cena goes up top. A cross body misses and HHH tries the
Pedigree, only to be countered into the STF. With nowhere else to go, HHH



taps out and keeps the title on Cena.

Rating: B-. This is one of the recurring problems with HHH matches: when
he tries to have a big epic match it rarely works. Cena got a solid rub
out of beating him here but at the same time the match wasn’t all that
great. It felt like a way to make Cena a big deal rather than have a
match between the two of them. It also didn’t help that there was no real
issue between the two of them.

A highlight package ends the show.

Overall Rating: D+. This is one of the most forgettable Wrestlemanias in
history. There’s nothing of note on here, none of the matches are great
other than a middle of the show hardcore match which led to some great
stuff. Batista being gone hurt this show a lot as Cena wasn’t quite ready
to shoulder the weight of Wrestlemania yet. It’s not horrible, but it’s
totally forgettable and not required viewing at all.

Ratings Comparison

Big Show/Kane vs. Carlito/Chris Masters

Original: D+

Redo: C

Rob Van Dam vs. Shelton Benjamin vs. Ric Flair vs. Finlay vs. Matt Hardy
vs. Bobby Lashley

Original: B

Redo: B

John Bradshaw Layfield vs. Chris Benoit

Original: D+

Redo: C+

Edge vs. Mick Foley

Original: A



Redo: A

Boogeyman vs. Booker T/Sharmell

Original: F

Redo: F

Mickie James vs. Trish Stratus

Original: B

Redo: B-

Undertaker vs. Mark Henry

Original: D

Redo: D+

Shawn Michaels vs. Vince McMahon

Original: C+

Redo: C+

Rey Mysterio vs. Kurt Angle vs. Randy Orton

Original: D+

Redo: C-

Torrie Wilson vs. Candice Michelle

Original: F

Redo: F

HHH vs. John Cena

Original: A-

Redo: B-



Overall Rating

Original: B

Redo: D+

In the first one I said it wasn’t something I’d want to see again.
Apparently that was accurate as the rating PLUNGED on a second viewing.

Here’s the original review if you’re interested:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2011/03/29/history-of-wrestlemania-with-kb-
wrestlemania-22-i-barely-remember-this-show/

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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